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OCL PRESIDENT COLUMN

T

his issue, I felt personally inspired by
our feature on fitness within the Core
to talk briefly about my own personal health
journey as well as my own perspective on
keeping healthy.
Health is so much more than just your
physical fitness. It is all encompassing:
mental, social, general wellbeing and, of
course, fitness, just to name a few. This
isn’t new to most of us, however. We read
articles and studies done on all aspects of
health, and we’re constantly reminded to
take care of ourselves. Personally, I only
truly began to understand what this meant
to me when I was forced to address it.
I grew up in a rural community. Athabasca,
Alberta, to be specific, a town of around
3000 people. In a small community, you
knew everyone and social interaction was
as simple as going to the store for milk
and eggs. Fitness was chopping wood and

BE INSPIRED

A Destination for ART

From eye-catching murals to
galleries featuring contemporary,
fine, and First Nations art,
let us introduce you to the best
of authentic Edmonton.

Experience creative at 124STREET.CA
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Chris Buyze

President, Downtown
Edmonton Community
League (DECL)

doing yard work. It all came a little more
naturally, and you didn’t have to seek it out
as deliberately.
When I moved to Edmonton a number of
years ago, and specifically when I moved to
Oliver, I expected social interaction to come
much easier than it has. Logic says that if
you’re around a lot of people, you’ll develop
connections, right? This is, ironically, the
opposite of what myself and many others
experience under conditions of urban
isolation. Urban isolation is a very real
issue. Individuals living in dense areas tend
to keep to themselves, especially in towers.
Many studies have been done around
this concept, and I encourage you to read
more. Joining my community league has
been a saving grace for me. I’ve developed
connections with neighbours across Oliver.
Now, going to Oliver Exchange feels just
like going to my small town grocery store.
When it came to physical fitness – I was
never a sports or gym guy growing up.

My activity came from physical work and
the necessities of rural life. Once I moved
to an urban centre, this disappeared and
I found myself struggling. It took some
time, but I was able to find an activity and
community that fit me – weightlifting and
powerlifting. It’s niche, but it keeps me
moving and happy!
Now what does all this have to do with
staying healthy in the Core? There is no
one-size-fits-all solution. Everybody is
drawn to different community groups, be it
your local league or a group of friends that
play board games weekly. Despite what
internet articles or Instagram influencers
will tell you, there is no magic fitness or
diet trend that will work for everyone. Get
out there, explore your community, and
find your fit!
Follow Robyn on Twitter at @rpaches for
more thoughts, updates and Oliver–related
stuff.
BY: Robyn Paches

significant concerns around cleanliness
and safety around the current construction
and (lack of) hoarding for this line. Just
walking around can be a challenge, and
there is a perception – perhaps justified
– that these areas are uncared for and
construction stalled at times. The impact
of these issues is not only felt by nearby
businesses but many others, for example,
arts organizations trying to attract patrons
to their events, or those considering
choosing to call Downtown home.
We’re going to have to do a lot better
job mitigating these issues moving
ahead with the west leg of the line if we
want to continue to attract business and
investment to Downtown. There should
be proper hoarding and lighting, for the
construction area to be safe and inviting.

Let’s show everyone how important this
project is to our city by celebrating it
through temporary art perhaps, and special
attention to cleanliness. Intersections must
be kept open to all traffic, and the effects
of construction staging minimized.
We cannot take for granted the
significant investments of money and time
Edmontonians have made to “remake”
Downtown which has yet to completely
recover from the negative effects of the last
time we turned one of Downtown’s streets
into a major construction zone for LRT. One
of the largest public projects ever for our
city needs to be positive for everyone it
touches, intentionally or not.

BY: Chris Buyze

DECL PRESIDENT COLUMN

D

owntown’s
most
transformative
project may not be Rogers Place and
its surrounding Ice District developments –
or our new Warehouse Central Park – but
the Valley Line LRT. With the southeast
part under construction and the west
leg well beyond the planning stages, the
billions of dollars going into this line will
forever change our neighbourhood.
Construction of this new line has been
disruptive, and is delayed. With several
years of intense construction, and many
more to come to complete the west line,
there are significant concerns from many
businesses and residents Downtown about
the short-term impact of this project.
Not only is navigating the detours and
closures difficult at times for vehicles,
cyclists and pedestrians, but there are
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We call it the village

“W

e call it the Village,” says Johanna
Wishart, 85, describing her highdensity home community of Oliver. Wishart
lives in a sunlit apartment with a glorious
view up and down Jasper Avenue, just blocks
away from several adult grandchildren whose
school-age children pass near her place on
their way to and from school.
In Oliver, a growing throng is moving
towards retirement or identifying as senior
citizens. In the city’s latest census, thousands
of Oliver residents identified themselves as
over 70, including an impressive 460 residents
over 85. In all, about a third of the population
of almost 20,000 is age 55 and over.

“Wishart
describes
challenges she and
her neighbours
have noticed, from
intersections that
don’t work for
slower-moving
pedestrians, to
isolation in winter
months”
Oliver’s pedestrian and cycling trails,
sidewalks sheltered by green leafy trees,
small parks and easy access to the vast river
valley, as well as vast selection of cafes, shops
and galleries, are features that enhance
the neighborhood for all residents, not just
seniors.
So what appeals specifically to seniors?
Some have lived in Oliver for years, moving
in as working professionals and making the
strategic decision to stay as they age. Others
are downsizing, trading car-dependent
larger homes for a transit-rich, walkable
neighbourhood with plenty of services and
amenities. Still others like Wishart are part of

6
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BY: STAFF

BY: Jodine Chase

55+

1/3 of almost 20,000
Oliver residents are
over the age of 55

Building on history

family groupings with multiple generations
enjoying the benefits of living near the core.
She describes family gatherings in “the
Village” to celebrate birthdays, with many
local restaurants to choose from within a few
blocks of their homes.
Gary Simpson has lived in Oliver for over
25 years. He extols its frequent bus service,
large drug stores, and extensive grocery
stores on either end in the Brewery District
and on 109 Street. He notes a range of
housing options including affordable rental
walk-up apartments. Part of the appeal is the
large number of medical, dental, naturopathic,
chiropractic and medical specialist clinics. The
Edmonton Seniors Centre (ECS), 11111 Jasper
Ave., hosts an array of activities from experts
bringing newcomers into the origami fold to
watercolourists sharing their art – as well as
game clubs for snooker players, yoga classes,
and road trips to Elk Island Park and the River
Cree Casino.
Oliver’s senior community leaders readily
identify pockets of vulnerable community
members including LGBTQ+ folks as they age.
Former councillor and activist Michael Phair
is an Oliver resident who has been part of a
team working on housing options that don’t
just tolerate, but embrace LGBTQ+ identifying
seniors.
And Wishart acknowledges challenges
in Oliver, from intersections that don’t work
for slower-moving pedestrians, to isolation
in winter months. Even in the city’s most
walkable neighbourhood, when sidewalks
are snow and ice-covered, seniors are
often home-bound for weeks. Also, being in
proximity to her grandchildren doesn’t always
translate into in-person visits during cold and
flu season. She adds, “but we can still keep in
touch by text.”
ECS, in partnership with the Oliver
Community League hosts monthly socials
where new connections are made over snacks
or tea. A real bonus for any community is
when its senior citizens are able to contribute
ideas in a meaningful way. To find out how
it can better meet the needs of its senior
citizens, Oliver Community League held an
engagement event last fall with the assistance
of MacEwan University’s social work program,
and is exploring the feedback received. And
Oliver’s older citizens have much to contribute
and are doing so every day.

Historically-themed social media accounts
with names like @Provincial Archives of
Alberta and @ Friends of Royal Museum of
Alberta Society aren’t typically what you’d
expect the under-40 crowd to retweet and
regram. And yet, retro #yeg posts have been
making waves lately. To dive into this trend,
just take a look at the profile pics of who’s
sharing out old photos of Edmonton’s core.
Thirty-something Ester Malzahn says, “Old
postcards are one of my favourite things
to share because it shows how we present
ourselves to outsiders.” Malzahn uses Peel’s
Prairie Postcards as an online resource.
Heritage Forward’s Dawn Valentine says
events like Heart Bombs get attention. “There
are young people in their 20s and 30s that
care about these old, decrepit buildings
from way before their time. Social media is
easy and immediate when you want to share
with others your awe and/or disdain of old
buildings we’ve demolished like the Court
House and the Post Office.”
The outpouring of love for the doomed
downtown El Mirador building on the
Valentine’s Day weekend underscores
that younger people are beginning to feel
proprietary about Downtown’s dwindling
heritage inventory.
Valentine says she’s noticed younger
people have an affinity with old buildings as
gathering places because of the warmth and
history and feel of the space. “Plus old retro
buildings just look fabulous in the background
of your selfie!”
Dan Rose, (@the_rosbif on Instagram) who
co-founded Heritage Forward in 2015, has
been actively using social media to raise
awareness of historic buildings, going so far
as to pose his dog Dot in front of heritage
buildings so they can be shared out on Insta:
Heritage building enthusiast Dane Ryksen

Photo by
@dot.stagram

has been building his Insta account @_
citizen_dane_ for a couple of years and has
a solid following for his shares of photos and
stories of the city’s heritage buildings.
“To me, there’s no better place to share
the city’s history than online – the amount
of engagement you get is unrivalled,” says
Ryksen. “It’s easier now than ever to spread
these interesting and frankly really fascinating
stories about Edmonton’s past, and people
seem to enjoy that. Nearly every post I do,
I’ll get comments going, “I walk by there
every day and have always wondered about
it,” or “I didn’t even know that building was
there.” A recent post from Ryksen about the
soon-to-be torn down Roosevelt Apartments
generated lots of discussion, with sympathy
for the argument that buildings should be
saved or repurposed instead of simply being
demolished.
This intentional shift towards reducing our
personal and collective footprints by reusing
instead of buying new, includes consideration
of the worth of our existing building stock.
Historian Shirley Lowe says there’s no way
Graeme Matichuk
@kilograeme
“We lost too many beautiful,
monumental buildings in Edmonton
area to demo during an era
when people didn’t bat an eye to
full building demo (60s 70s). It
was devastating to out heritage
architecture landscape. Full building
demo should never be normalized.”
via Twitter
of measuring interest of a new generation, but
adds, “New ideas need old buildings.” She
adds, “People just starting out can see the
value of smaller, older, buildings.” She says
they’re “bumping places,” places you can go
to meet people.
Ryksen notes it bridges generations. He
says when he shares on social media he gets
feedback from people who have experienced
the buildings themselves “back in the day.”
Mahlzan says younger people “are interested
in exploring the past, because history and
place are so fundamental to our sense of
identity.”
Follow and share using the #yegheritage
and #yeghistory hashtags.
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Oliver Community
League Events

OCL Community Space, 9907 114 Street olivercommunity.com

OCL ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

Thursday, March 5 at 7 p.m.

March 9, April 14* & May 11, 7 p.m.

Join the DECL board and your fellow
community league members for the
2019 Annual General Meeting. Come
down to vote for your new board
members and hear what’s in store for
the year ahead.

April 25 10 a.m.

RECREACTION
COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Spring into action! Help Oliver
community clean its neighbourhood.

March 18, April 22 & May 20 6:30 p.m.

Oliver Park

This new committee is all about
ACTION on recreation, getting
new infrastructure built in the
community.
Oliver Exchange Iconoclast, 12021
102 Avenue

EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
COMMITTEE MEETINGS

DECL Community Space, 10042 103
Street

PUB AND DINE
March 21, April 18, May 23

Oliver Exchange Iconoclast, 12021
102 Avenue

THE YARDS | SPRING 2020

Join us in discussion on the latest
development proposals and city
planning.
DECL Community Space, 10042 103
Street

Join us for our Annual Spring CleanUp in conjunction with River Valley
Clean-Up. Get some exercise and
keep our community clean!
Oliver Community League
9907 114 St NW
Edmonton, AB T5K 1P7
web: olivercommunity.com
e: info@olivercommunity.com
Facebook.com/OCLYEG
Twitter: @OCLYEG
Instagram: @oclyeg
OCL board of directors: Robyn Paches
(President), Luwam Kiflemariam (VP), Kirsten
Mah (Secretary), Cory Hodgson (Treasurer),
Lisa Brown, Justin Keats, Jade Arnaout,
Marc Workman, Derek MacDonald, Geoffrey
George, Les De Zwaan, Sarah Toderian,
Allison Rosland, Carrie-Anne Cyre
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Last Thursday of the Month, 7 p.m.

Sunday, May 3, 10 a.m.

March 11, April 8 & May 13 7 p.m.
Come volunteer with the OCL and
help plan events for the community.

DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE MEETING

SPRING CLEANUP

We meet at loca l pubs a nd
restaurants. Come out and meet
people in your community. Check our
social media or website for location
announcement closer to date.

DECL Community Space
May 13, doors at 6:30 p.m.

DECL
100 AVE
OCL

99 AVE

What’s a Community League?
Community Leagues are unique to
Edmonton. They’re inclusive, grassroots, community-based organizations found in each of this city’s
150-plus neighbourhoods. They
facilitate healthy, safe, informed
and connected communities by promoting participation in recreation,
social activities and civic advocacy
at the sidewalk level. They’re volunteer-run and promote volunteerism because getting involved is a
great way to learn more about your
neighbourhood and city. It’s also a
fantastic opportunity to learn valuable professional skills, meet your
neighbours and have fun. Join the
movement today!

DECL board of directors: Chris Buyze
(President), Laurissa Kalinowsky (VP), Glenn
Rowbottom (Treasurer), Rainer Kocsis
(Secretary), Jason Gold, Christie Lutsiak,
Michelle McGuiness, Fardoussa Omar,
Cheryl Probert, Tim Schneider, Cameron
Smithers, Bronte Valk, Xiaosu Zeng

DECL Community Space, 10042 103
Street

THE YARDS BOARD
CENTRAL NEWS
SOCIETY AGM

JASPER AVE

parents and kids 0-5 years of age!
Join us for snacks and free coffee.
DECL Community Space, 10042 103
Street

102 AVE

103 ST

Tuesday, April 28 at 7 p.m.

CLEAN CANADA
TOGETHER

Urban Kids Playgroup for downtown

104 ST

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

103 AVE
105 ST

Grace Lutheran Church, 9907 114
Street *Tuesday

Every Friday, 9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

104 AVE

109 ST

Join your neighbours at Metro
Billiards (10250 106 Street) for a
few rounds of pool, great beers and
delicious eats.

This highly engaged committee
meets on the second Monday of the
month to discuss developments in
Oliver.

URBAN KIDS
PLAYGROUP

111 ST

Grace Lutheran Church, 9907 114
Street

SHARK NIGHT

CIVICS MEETINGS

112 ST

A ll OCL members are welcome
to attend. Anyone interested in
becoming a board member or
learning more about OCL board roles,
please email Robyn at president@
olivercommunity.com

DECL Community Space, 10042 103 Street decl.org

114 ST

April 30, Doors 6 p.m., meeting starts
at 6:30 p.m.

Downtown Edmonton
Community League Events

Interested in joining our team?
If you would like to join
our board as either Secretary
or Treasurer, please contact
simon@theyardsyeg.ca

Downtown Edmonton Community League
10042 103 Avenue
Edmonton, AB, T5J 0X2
web: decl.org
e: info@decl.org
Facebook.com/declorg
Twitter: @DECLorg
Instagram: @declorg
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FRONTYARDS | AROUND THE CORE
Spring is never quite sprung until late in Edmonton – nevertheless, courageous outdoor events
pop up at their peril and sometimes to our delight. The Grand Market opens May 14, The Downtown
Farmers market tiptoes out on to 103 Avenue and art lovers can dash – or stroll – between galleries
April 18-19. And if Mother Nature remains recalcitrant there’s always Beerfest! March 27 - 28.

FRONTYARDS | AROUND THE CORE
Oliver
Downtown

BY: STAFF
DRAG QUEEN PAINT NIGHT
/// March 7, 7 - 10 p.m.
Drag Queen Paint Night w/ Robert
Brewery
District
Thorne
a.k.a Agata
Gogh.
Harcourt House, 10215 - 112 Street

Stony Plain Rd

5 MILES TO MEMPHIS
AT ON THE ROCKS
/// March 1, 8:30 p.m.
5 Miles to Memphis is an
Edmonton-based band with
104 AVE
our own unique blend of Blues,
Funk and R&B. Tix $10.
11740 Jasper Avenue
www.5milestomemphis.com

EDMONTON
INTERNATIONAL
CAT FESTIVAL

EDMONTON
DOWNTOWN
FARMER’S MARKET

MERCURY OPERA
- LA BOHEME

/// May 30, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

The downtown market runs
Saturdays 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. and
Sundays 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. at 10305
97 Street.

En route to Off Broadway, NYC.
Edmonton-based Mercury Opera
previews. Puccini’s timeless
story about youth, love and
loss, La Boheme, at Edmonton’s
landmark theatre, The Citadel,
where 2019’s Tony -awa rdwinning Hadestown found its
Broadway legs. Transplanting
the action to 1979 New York City,
where disco, drag, punk rock,
and poets converge, the tale asks
the ultimate question: Is. Love.
Art Gallery of Alberta
Enough?

Calling all cat lovers! Come
celebrate cats, cat culture, and
cat people, while raising money
to support local cat rescues at
the 6th Edmonton International
Cat Festival–Alberta’s biggest
celebration of cats–taking place
CATURDAY (Saturday) May 30,
2020, kicking off Edmonton’s
festival season!

10305 - 97 Street, Edmonton

Rogers Place

MacEwan
University
Robbins
MacEwan
University
Health Learning Centre
10910 - 104 Avenue
#YEGCatFest

Citadel Theatre

109 ST

OPENING DAY FOR
THE GRAND MARKET!

photo: Mack Male

/// May 14
Food trucks, local goods, live
music, kids programming and
more at this 124 Street staple.
Thursdays 4 p.m. - 8 p.m.
108 Avenue & 124 Street
Sundays 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. on
102 Avenue & 124 Street
124grandmarket.com
photo: Mack Male

DROP-IN BASKETBALL
/// Tuesdays until end
of May, 7 - 9 p.m.
All skills welcome.
Grace Lutheran Church
gym, 9907 114 Street

2020 SPRING
GALLERY WALK
/// April 18 - 19, 2020,
Saturday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Sunday 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
In this harbinger of spring each
participating gallery in the 124
Street area will host a specially
curated exhibition. Check your
favourite 124 Street gallery for
details.
facebook.com/
edmontongallerywalk
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MEC FREE YOGA
/// Tuesdays, 7 - 8 p.m.
Enjoy the benefits of yoga at
AVE District.
MEC inJASPER
the Brewery
Mountain Equipment Coop Yoga
is for all levels: from the beginner
to the experienced yogi.
11904 - 104 Street events.mec.ca

CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP
/// Wednesdays, 9 - 10 a.m.
If you are someone taking care
of a spouse, sibling, parent or
partner this group is the place
to find others who understand
what you are facing.
Edmonton General, 11111
Jasper Avenue
GRANDIN LOOKOUT BLOCK PARTY
/// Sunday, May 31, 2 - 7 p.m.
Music, games, food, and neighbours! Fill the streets with people
from this vibrant neighbourhood.
114 Street and 99 Avenue

DOWNTOWN
DINING WEEK

/// March 5 - 14

101 ST

104 ST

/// March 11 - 22
Enjoy a two-course lunch and
brunch for $20, and/or multicourse dinner for $35 or $50
at nearly 50 par ticipating
restaurants. It’s the perfect
time to check out that hot spot
you’ve been pining for, or failing
that, try something completely
different and unknown!
edmontondowntown.com

EDMONTON INTERNATIONAL BEERFEST
/// March 27 - 28
In its 15th year, Edmonton’s
longest-running beer festival is
expanding to three halls after
a sell-out last year, with 15,000
attendees and 130,000 samples
consumed. The festival showcases
more than 170 breweries, local
merchants and food vendors
including a mainstage with
Canadian talent. Tickets $80.
Alberta Legislature Building
Edmonton Convention Centre,
9797 Jasper Avenue

A CONVERSATION WITH
MONICA LEWINSKY
BMO ALL DAY SUNDAY:
REMBRANDT’S
PORTRAITS
/// March 22, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

/// May 19, 7 p.m.
Tickets $20-50 plus VIP access
to post-event reception, $249.
Winspear Centre

Discover the work of Dutch
master Rembrandt and create
a series of portraits in the style
of the master in the art gallery
atrium: draw a self-portrait
using light and shadow; dress
up in costume in our photo booth
and have your face painted!
Free with admission
2 Sir Winston Churchill Square
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WANNA MEAT?
LET’S DO BURGERS
IN THE YARDS
CONGRATULATIONS TO
JACK’S BURGER SHACK
FOR WINNING THE
CUT! A COMPETITION
FOR $125K & OTHER
PRIZES TO ELEVATE A
GOOD BUSINESS IDEA
INTO AN INCREDIBLE
NEIGHBOURHOOD
AMENITY

LOCALLEY SOURCED INGREDIENTS +
DELICIOUS FOOD (VEGGIE BURGERS TOO!)

STADIUMYARDS.COM

THE COMPETITION:
COFFEECITO
FOR ALL YOUR MEXICAN &
SOCIAL CRAVINGS

LUNA & LEO
COMBINED CAFE & VEGETARIAN
CHARCUTERIE CLUBHOUSE

CARIBE COMMUNITY BAR
& RESTAURANT
LATIN ROOTS & LOCALLY SOURCED
INGREDIENTS

THE GRIZZLAR COFFEE &
RECORDS
BRINGING THE WORLD’S BEST COFFEE TO
STADIUM YARDS

Entrepreneur Centre

FRONTYARDS | HOT TAKES

FRONTYARDS | CORE SAMPLES

Women breaking
the beer bro mold
BY: Miranda Herchen

W

hile brewing is often seen as a maledominated profession, two women
working at the top at their craft in Edmonton’s
core are proving otherwise.
Teaghan Mayers is the head brewer
at Campio Brewing Co., which opened in
October of 2019. Just down the street in
the historic H.V. Shaw Building, Lisa Davis is
the head brewer at the nearly decade-old
Yellowhead Brewery.
“Everyone is super, super nice and
welcoming, and no one ever makes you feel
weird for being a woman in the industry,” says
Mayers. “There’s a lot of diversity in people
who make beer these days, which is great for
the product because more diversity leads to
better ideas.”
Mayers has an undergraduate degree in
marine biology. She was pursing her master’s
in microbial ecology, only to be fascinated
by food microbiology and the microbiome of
kimchi. After picking up home brewing, Mayers
enrolled in a brewing program. Working at
breweries in B.C., she went from volunteer to
production manager to head brewer in nearly
two years. She joined Campio as head brewer
two months before it opened.
Mayers enjoys playing with different
microbes and putting recipes together. But
she finds passion in other aspects of brewing
as well. “Some days I’ve got Carhartts on and
I’m brewing and making beer, adding fruit to
beer, doing barrel work and stuff like that. Then
some days, I’m doing budget spreadsheets,
doing production schedules,” she says. “You
do a little bit of everything, which I enjoy about
the job.”
Davis had experience home brewing. She
planned on furthering her education in science
when she got a job at Yellowhead Brewery in
May 2016 as a growler bar server. Working in
close quarters with the head brewer, Davis
expressed interest in production. She soon
had general production duties before moving
into cellaring duties on her way to becoming
the head brewer.
Davis says brewing is the “marriage” of

14
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Renewing the Pendennis
BY: Jodine Chase

A

row of brick buildings on Jasper

Blocks. Though the Quarters Downtown

that project fell through, the building was

Avenue and 97 Street marks the

redevelopment is proceeding more slowly

in rough shape and had been the home

transition between Edmonton’s modern

than many had hoped, eventually upwards

of a host of pigeons for a few years, but

core, and the original downtown which

of 18,000 to 20,000 residents will live in

Bodnarak and her team have been working

dates back to the turn of the last century.

the area and further development along

hard on the restoration for the last year.

this block is badly needed.

A media tour before Christmas generated

Students of settler development in our
science and creativity. She uses her creative
side to develop recipes and her scientific side
to master the technical components. “There’s
a lot of science in brewing. There’s a lot of
technical things,” she says. “I really love the
technical aspects of the job as well as doing
fun things like small-batch brewing and trying
to be creative.”
Mayers believes the trade work in brewing
leads people to see it as a male industry, but
it’s not as male-dominated as perceived. “It’s
less so than it used to be,” she says. “A lot
of women are getting into it and a lot more
women are getting into drinking craft beer as
well.” And the industry is open to diversity. “The
brewing community is a really great group of
people who just want to make a really good
product that brings people joy,” says Mayers.

The gender disparity has been a challenge
for Davis at times. “It can feel like a boys club
and sometimes it’s hard to feel like you’re
on the outside of that,” she says. But Davis
surrounds herself with supportive people.
“There’s a lot of great people who don’t make
you feel that way. So you just have to find
those people and make relationships with
them.”
What used to be a male’s beverage in a
male’s industry has evolved and continues
to evolve. “People are really open minded
to learning it’s not that way,” says Davis. “You
just have to find the right people who have
the right mindset and have the same values
that you do.”

city will know that the Hudson’s Bay

After many years of languishing without

some never-before-seen footage of a

Company left a large block of reserve land

retail tenants, a pair of buildings in the

soaring interior atrium and design plans

– from 101 Street and running west to

middle of the block are about to reopen.

for a rooftop patio backed by a sensitive

modern-day Glenora – which forced early

The “for lease” signs are already up on the

four-story addition along the back of the

retail and commercial development to the

Brighton Block, and the building next door,

building.

east.

the 109-year-old Pendennis Building, is

The building could be inhabited by a

Sadly, little attention has been paid to

also set to reopen soon. Work has been

major tenant as early as this summer/fall,

preserving this original downtown core and

underway for the last year led by Lorraine

and Bodnarek expects this will “absolutely

not much remains, except for this hopeful

Bodnarek, Owner, Principal Pendennis

change the dynamics of downtown and

row of three and four story structures on

Developments Ltd., her two business

the Quarters.” She hopes their efforts will

the north side of Jasper Avenue, east of the

partners, husband Ed Cyrankiewicz and

“spark more interest in the area both by

Convention Centre.

Larry Andrews – and NEXT Architecture

other developers and the City Council

The strip has long been bookended by

and Delnor Construction Ltd. This comes

to focus and invest in creating an arts,

two hopeful anchor buildings restored

after a decade-long and unsuccessful

cultural

in the 1990s and occupying the east and

attempt to turn this vacant and increasingly

district to support the wonderful causes

west corners - the Goodrich and Gibson

decrepit building into a museum. When

and organizations already in the area.”

and

food

and
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Fitness in the core

Coming out of

hibernation
Avid exerciser or queen of the couch potatoes – spring is an
opportunity to reach for new fitness goals, improve eating
habits, and round out your overall physical and mental health.

BY: Sydnee Bryant

Health is more than just being at a good weight and exercising regularly. Overall
health means addressing mental, physical, and spiritual well-being. Spring is the
ideal time to make a fresh start and approach your health from a holistic point of
view. Now that the harshness of Edmonton’s demonic winter is nearly past us (it is
almost over, right? RIGHT?!), Edmontonians no longer have the same excuses we
drag out every winter to avoid exercising, eating well, and getting enough fresh
air and sunshine. Here’s how to improve your overall health this spring.

Find Your
Exercise Groove
Sure, there are winter warriors who
thrive by doing winter sports and
actually look forward to the first snow.
For those cold weather fitness fanatics,
spring is the time to up your game and
challenge your body with new and
interesting workouts. Maybe you excel
at running outside no matter how low
the mercury drops, or perhaps you’ve
learned to embrace the treadmill when
it’s simply too cold out to function.
Kick it up a notch by cycling to work,
or training for a marathon. Give Pilates
or Spinning a try to challenge different
muscles in your body. The point is to
set new goals, and challenge yourself.
Integration Pilates Studio (10565 114
Street) starts their spring session of
courses in April.
It could be your first attempt at
establishing a regular workout routine
(or maybe it’s the eighth time – no
judgement!). Spring represents an
opportunity – you can leave the house
again! – and a challenge. There will be
nice days and there will be crappy days
where you still feel housebound. Don’t
let the weather be the barrier that stops
you from getting your sweat on. Ideally,
you’ll develop a routine that is flexible
enough that it incorporates both indoor
and outdoor activities. If your building
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has a gym – even a tiny one – use it!
You’re already paying for it, and you
don’t have to drive or go outside to
get there. It’s literally the most lowmaintenance workout you can do,
except maybe some gentle stretching
in your apartment.
If you don’t have access to a
gym, sign up for classes at a studio.
YEG Cycle offers daily 50-minute
Spin classes taught by their team
of “Motivators.” Orange Theory has
multiple locations in the city and
offers a workout that’s different every
time, making it ideal for those who
get bored easily. If you find yourself
skipping workouts regularly, paying for
a class or personal trainer in advance
and scheduling those workouts can
incentivize you to go even when you’d
rather enjoy a Netflix marathon.
For social butterflies who like fresh
air, try Coffee Outside, Edmonton’s
outdoor coffee club. They meet every
Friday between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m.
at Ezio Faraone Park, regardless of
the weather (within reason – they’ve
moved their meetings indoors
occasionally when the temperature
gets too close to minus 30. They’re
not monsters). “We’ve been not just a

community of cyclists but also people
who enjoy each other’s company,” Dr.
Darren Markland, the organizer of the
weekly meet-up, says of the unique
club. Follow @coffee_outside on Twitter
for updates.
The City of Edmonton recently rolled
out a new campaign called Live Active,
meant to encourage citizens to learn
about and use the city’s recreational
facilities and numerous parks in all
seasons. The new initiative launched
Feb. 2 at Rundle Park, drawing
hundreds of snowshoers, skaters,
marshmallow roasters, and sledders.
The City also created a list of 97
ways for people to be active yearround, and encourages participants
to share on Twitter with the hashtag
#LiveActiveYEG.
Quick Tip: Find an exercise mate.
Hold each other accountable. Or
post your fitness goals on your social
media accounts and rely on community
encouragement, or the opposite, to
keep you motivated!
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What the expert says:
“There’s no real compelling research
to show any benefit or detriment
to stretching, regardless of before,
after or at all in terms of health or
performance. Some of the best ways
to warm up prior to a workout would
include doing big joint ranges of motion
through compound movements such
as lunges, long deep squats, push
ups, and other types of active mobility
that can have the benefits of moving
the muscles, but also increasing the
blood flow into them and make them
contract to produce force for the more
challenging exercises to come in the
main workouts.” – Dean Somerset,
CSCS, CEP, MES, Exercise Physiologist
and Personal Trainer at Evolve Strength
Downtown.

You Are
What You Eat
Winter means we often don’t pay
much attention to healthy foods. The
pervasive cold doesn’t exactly spark
a craving for greens, and finding fresh
fruit at a decent price can be Mission
Impossible. And the time between
Thanksgiving and Christmas usually
equals parties, drinking, deep-fried
appetizers as well as sugary treats
Mom only makes for the holidays.
But spring – oh, spring! Spring offers
a rebirth of better eating habits. But
remember, what works for someone
else might not work for you. And, let’s
be honest – the easier something is,
the more likely we all are to do it. If,
like many people, you find yourself
struggling to put in the work required
for healthy eating, you do have options.
Like to cook but don’t have time to
shop or prep? Or maybe you’re just
bored with all of your usual meal
staples. Sign up for a meal plan service,
which takes most of the work out of

18
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eating well. MealPro is an Edmontonbased meal delivery company that
allows you to customize your menu.
These vacuum-sealed meals take the
guesswork out of portion sizes and
calorie counting. Easy As Pie is another
company that delivers ready-made
meals in Edmonton.

ca, and EdmontonGrocer.com all offer
online shopping. If you prefer to pick
out your potatoes and peaches in
person, shop at Edmonton’s Downtown
Farmers’ Market, now indoors yearround, for the freshest available
fruits, vegetables, and locally-sourced
goodies.

If you want to do the cooking
yourself but find yourself short on
time for shopping (or maybe your fruit
and veggie supply keeps spoiling
before you can eat them), try The
Organic Box, an Edmonton owned
and operated company that works
with local producers to deliver boxes
of fresh goodies. And, their catalogue
lists where each item comes from, so
you can make conscious decisions as a
consumer. Another time-saving method
is ordering your groceries online and
having them delivered or picking them
up at the store. Save-On Foods, Real
Canadian Superstore, Loblaws, Spud.

Quick Tip: Need some nutritional
guidance? Book an appointment with a
nutritionist or ask your doctor to refer
you to your Primary Care Network. The
Edmonton Oliver PCN provides free,
personal nutrition counselling, plus
group classes for those who could use
some extra support for their weight
management. (11910 111 Avenue)

April is the
Cruelest Month
Our own mental health is often the first thing we throw
under the bus when we get busy, or life gets stressful. But it’s
an important piece of the overall health puzzle. Now, don’t
automatically assume that once winter starts to crawl back
into the hell-hole from whence it came, that your mood will
automatically lighten. Poet T.S. Elliot once called April “the
cruelest month,” because the blooming flowers and lighter
days can provide a stark contrast to your actual mood.
There are various ways to keep your mental and spiritual
health game on point. Just like physical fitness and healthy
eating, the path towards success relies on you finding what
works for you. For some, self-care means face masks and
bubble baths. For others, it’s taking time for hobbies, like
reading, making art, or baking. If you find yourself struggling
with anxiety, depression, or simply want to talk to someone
about how you feel, counselling is an option, no matter your
income bracket. Edmonton Oliver Primary Care Networks
offers mental health courses and workshops if you feel
comfortable in a group setting. Edmonton’s Momentum
Walk-in Clinic provides solution-focused counselling on a
sliding-fee scale – plus, you can see someone without a long
wait period. The Boyle-McCauley Health Centre has two
registered provisional Psychologists on their psychological
team, which provides “therapeutic support for individuals
and families with multiple systemic barriers to accessing
mental health services,” according to their website.

Besides intentions to change our individual behaviours,
citizens need to let our decision-makers and policy
makers know they want - and expect - healthier amenities
in their neighbourhoods; they need to let developers
know they want healthier buildings and residential
developments when they are looking for places to buy
or rent; they need to let the restaurants and stores they
spend money at know they want healthier food options.
There are things that can be done to make our daycares
and schools healthier for our kids. But these things won’t
happen unless we know what’s worked in other places
and then make it known that we want and expect these
things too in our own communities.” – Dr. Karen Lee, MD
MHSc FRCPC
Associate Professor, Division of Preventive Medicine,
Dept of Medicine, University of Alberta, and author of Fit
Cities. www.drkarenlee.com

Chances are, you’ve already heard of Cognitive
Behavioural Therapy, which focuses on changing thinking
patterns. But do you know about Dialectical Behavourial
Therapy? It’s a type of therapy that focuses on problemsolving and acceptance-based strategies. Redtree
Psychology, located in Grandin, offers both CBT and DBT,
along with many other types of therapy.
Quick tip: Ninety minutes in a sensory deprivation tank
can make a world of difference to your stress levels. You are
literally forced to unplug. It’s also a good way to relax tight
muscles and improve sleep. Try Modern Gravity Float Studio
(10945 120 Street).
Does where you live have an impact on your overall health?
What the expert says: “We are unlikely to be successful in
our quest to be healthy and fit individually if we go it alone
in an unsupportive environment. We need to make collective
efforts as a society to make our community environments
healthier and supportive of our individual health efforts. For
example, can we walk, bike and take transit regularly to get
to places? Is healthy food nearby, available and affordable?
Are we surrounded by less unhealthy food? Can we be less
sedentary in our buildings because the stairs are available,
easy to find, safe and pleasant to use? Do we have office
furniture like standing desks that helps us be less sedentary
throughout the day? Do our restaurants give us information
like calories on menus so we can make healthier food
choices since many people now eat out often?
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Stretching: Worth the time?
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Edmonton
Newcomers
BY: Josh Pruden

Edmonton’s famous as Canada’s northernmost major city and
folks from around the world and across Canada hear dread tales
of our brutal, endless Prairie winters. We thought we’d ask some
newcomers who live and work downtown to tell us what it’s really

Name: M É L I S S A H A M B R O O K
Age: 25

Name: S O K H A N A M F E N YA N A
Age: 20

Where are you from? Drummond, New Brunswick

Where are you from? Pretoria, South Africa

When did you move to Edmonton? June, 2018

What’s your connection to Downtown/Oliver? Attending Grant

What do you miss most about your home? I miss mostly my fam-

like, coming here to start a new life. Universally they are pleas-

ily and friends. I also miss the low traffic any time of the day.

antly surprised – especially when the days grow longer and the

What’s your connection to the Downtown/Oliver area? When

white landscape turns to green.

I first moved here in 2018, my husband and I lived in the Oliver
area. I loved the area as it was very convenient for groceries, the
farmers market, all the little shops on 124th Street, and I love

MacEwan studying Arts and Culture.
What’s the biggest challenge you’ve encountered? Well the
cold of course, but I was surprised people take off their shoes
when they go in someone’s house. In fact I sometimes think about
where I’m going and if I have to take off my shoes. I don’t want to
spend an hour in a hallway tying up my shoes.

running so it was close enough to the River Valley trails for a

What differences have you noticed? I have noticed differences

scenic workout.

in talking to people, in stores, in government offices. In South

What’s the biggest challenge you’ve encountered? Starting my
social life almost from scratch. I am a fairly quiet person, so it’s
been a big change from what I had in my hometown surrounded

Africa we talk. We ask “Hi, how are you?” In Edmonton it is more
fast-paced. In South Africa everyone you encounter is like a sister,
or an aunt, or an uncle.

by cousins and childhood friends.
Has anything about living/working in Edmonton surprised you?
The cold! Coming from the East Coast, people would tell me that
the “wet cold” was much worse than what we would have here...
but it gets much colder than what I expected - skin burning cold!
Did you have any preconceptions before moving here? I had
heard that Edmonton was a festival city, and that was confirmed
my first summer. Taste of Edmonton, Heritage Festival, All is
Bright on 124th Street, and the Deep Freeze Festival, to name a
few. I would have to say that I expected the public transportation
to be better than what it is in a bigger city like Edmonton.
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What do you miss most about your home? The fall season in
Edmonton lasts about 2 weeks and lacks the gorgeous colours of a
true Ontario fall. Being around water – growing up, everyone I knew
had a pool or a cottage on a lake, and we spent most of the summer
hopping between them, swimming and doing water sports.
What’s your connection to the Downtown/Oliver area?
I live in Oliver.

When did you move to Edmonton? March, 2017

When did you move to Edmonton? July, 2018
What do you miss most about your home? As cliché as it sounds,
there’s a certain feeling of connection, comfort and familiarity of
living in a small (to me) town that I miss; the nostalgia and safety

it takes for the city to clear the snow. I walk to work each day,

of somewhere so familiar is really powerful.

winter.

Where are you from? London, Ontario

Where are you from? Red Deer, Alberta

What’s the biggest challenge you’ve encountered? How long

and the sidewalks are always covered in snow or ice during the

Name: K E L S E Y S P E E D
Age: 28

Name: L A I N I E R Ë H N
Age: 25

What’s your connection to the Downtown/Oliver area? I recently moved to Downtown and have loved living here! I love having

Has anything about living/working in Edmonton surprised you?

access to such great food, retail and fitness facilities, as well as

How amazing the summers are here!

access to some really great events!

Did you have any preconceptions before moving here? That the

What’s the biggest challenge you’ve encountered? I sold my car

winters are super long – although I love snowboarding, so it is

when I moved to Edmonton, so I occasionally find the coverage

worth it!

public transportation offers a bit tricky. I’ve had to say no to some

Did you have any preconceptions before moving here? That

plans because it would take me 30-60 minutes to get there, and as

West Edmonton Mall is the only exciting place to go in Edmonton.

a student, Ubering isn’t always in the budget!

There are so many unique and fun things to do in Edmonton that

Has anything about living/working in Edmonton surprised you?

do not involve the mall.

How much different the weather is as compared to Red Deer!
The winters here are much colder, and the air is very dry. I miss

SPRING IS HERE!

experiencing Chinooks!
Did you have any preconceptions that were confirmed? That
Edmonton is the place for all the good festivals, year-round. There
is always something to do/see/eat! Also, living near Rogers Arena,
I’ve also been able to confirm that Edmontonians truly love their
Edmonton Oilers.

It’s time to enjoy, by
bike or on foot, all
the patios, parks and
businesses that bring
our streets to life.
SEE YOU THERE!

David Shepherd
MLA Edmonton-City Centre
22
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Did you have any preconceptions that turned out to be unfounded?
That Edmonton was a boring government city with a big mall.
Day in and day out it’s being proven otherwise to me.

CONSERVATORY
of MUSIC

Ensembles & Concerts
Classes & Workshops
Music Lessons for All Ages & Levels

GET IN TOUCH!

Edmonton.city-centre@assembly.ab.ca
780-414-0743

780-633-3725 | Conservatory@MacEwan.ca | MacEwan.ca/Conservatory
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Name: A B D I F E TA H ( N O T S H O W N )
Age: 23
Where are you from? Somalia
When did you move to Edmonton? February, 2019
What do you miss most about your home? Mostly I miss my
family and friends. Before moving here, I lived in Thailand. Some
of my friends moved here before me, so I did know a few people,
but not many.
What’s your connection to the Downtown/Oliver area? I live

BY: Leslie Bush

Downtown.
What’s the biggest challenge you’ve encountered?
Starting from scratch. It is very difficult to learn a new way
of communicating and a new culture. Also, since I have no
experience working Canadian jobs, it has been difficult to find
full-time work.

Name: M I C H A E L TA I T
Age: 31
Where are you from? Edinburgh, Scotland
When did you move to Edmonton? January, 2020

Did you have any preconceptions before moving here? I heard
you can make money easily and that life is easy and very simple.
I was surprised how difficult it was to find work, and even had to
learn how to apply for jobs and write a resume. I had heard that
Canada is peaceful and free, and I’ve found that it is true.

What’s your connection to Downtown/Oliver? My wife and I
were married and lived in Scotland for several years. During that

so when we decided to move here, we moved into her condo.
What’s the biggest challenge you’ve encountered? So far,
the winter! I’m currently not working and looking after my son
full-time, so when it’s really cold walking places isn’t an option.
Thankfully there have not been too many really cold days! The
buses are pretty good as well!

City Council responded to the audit with a request to administration
for a new waste strategy and a stern warning for taxpayers that ‘the
more ambitious the plan, the higher the cost’ as well as a promise
of ‘more responsibility at the curb’ if citizens wanted to maintain
the old ‘Cadillac’ system of waste management. Less than a year
later ‘The Future of Waste’ strategy was adopted and reaffirmed
the commitment to a 90% diversion rate but proposes a ‘zerowaste’ approach to achieving it.

Has anything about living downtown surprised you? I’m very
new living downtown but from what I’ve experienced so far
I’m surprised how friendly people are and how I can enter into
conversations with complete strangers. Everyone seems to have a
Scottish relative!
Did you have any preconceptions before moving here? Although
I’m very new to living here, I’ve visited many times. Over the last
7 years, I’ve experienced nothing but great food and excellent

THE YARDS BOARD CENTRAL
EDMONTON NEWS SOCIETY AGM
DECL COMMUNITY SPACE
MAY 13, DOORS AT 6:30 P.M.
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or nearly 30 years the City of Edmonton was the world
leader in waste management with a goal to divert 90%
of residential waste from ending up in the landfill by 2020.
To support this ambitious goal Edmonton became the first major
Canadian municipality to offer curbside recycling and home to the
largest municipal composting facility in North America. Investments
in ‘waste-to-energy’ systems and other cutting edge technologies
helped Edmonton’s integrated waste management system extend
the life of the city’s only landfill by up to 20 years and put the city
on track to be “the first metropolitan area to eliminate landfilling
of municipal solid waste on a basis that is both economically and
environmentally sound.”
In 2018, an internal city audit revealed that waste services was a
dumpster fire: waste diversion rates had peaked at just under 50%
in 2013 and were trending downwards. Poor asset management
led to the unexpected closing of the composter due to structural
issues, failure of the groundwater diversion system and the wasteto-energy biofuels plant was 8 years behind schedule. The old
system did not even require multi-family residences to provide
facilities for recycling. The audit concluded that spending in the
waste branch was not aligned with the most basic and commonly
accepted principles of waste reduction: prevention and reuse.

time, she owned and rented out a condo in downtown Edmonton,

service surrounded by fun, friendly people!

F

Zero-waste systems focus on waste prevention rather than waste
management. Prevention seems like an ideal strategy for a city
that generates 1,000,000 kg of solid waste per year8 and needs a
budget of $200M to collect, process and dispose of all of it. Due to
lack of a landfill, out-of-service composter, and China shutting down
nearly all imports of plastic and paper scrap all of Edmonton’s solid
waste has to be stored on-site or shipped off-site for disposal.
As promised there is ‘more responsibility at the curb’ in the new
strategy, residents will soon be required to separate recyclable
and organic waste before setting it out along with fees for the
collection of excess residential waste at the curb. The new strategy

also plans to address single-use plastics through restrictions or
an outright ban and implement Extended Producer Responsibility
(EPR) which charges companies for the waste they create, instead
of allowing it to become the burden of taxpayers.
Edmonton’s strategy may seem very forward looking but we
already know that the Federal Government plans to ban single-use
plastics, including plastic bags, forks and straws, across Canada
by the end of 2021. British Columbia has has EPR in place since
the 1970s. France just passed a broad anti-waste law banning
luxury goods companies from destroying unsold or returned
items. In 2016, France also mandated that supermarkets donate
usable expired food instead of disposing of it. The entire European
Union is proposing a single standard for mobile chargers and is
implementing ‘right-to-repair’ legislation which requires appliances
are manufactured to be repaired and that spare parts will be made
available for up to 10 years.
It is quite easy to live a modern urban life while creating very
little waste. The ‘zero-waste lifestyle’ movement popularized
by Bea Johnson’s Zero-Waste Home blog offers a blueprint for
achieving what Johnson’s family did - fitting an entire year of
household waste in a single mason jar. This ‘zero-waste’ lifestyle is
predicated on the same principle as Edmonton’s municipal waste
strategy: prevention. It starts with simple actions, carrying reusable
bags for shopping, bringing your own containers for bulk foods,
and carrying silverware for takeout meals. Once the zero-waste
mentality takes hold perspectives begin to change. The choice
to buy less, consume less, and create less waste become second
nature.
What if every person in Edmonton adopted a ‘zero-waste’ lifestyle?
Would that solve our waste woes? Unlikely. Of the million tonnes of
solid waste our city generates only about one-third is residential,
the remaining 660,000 kg is from the institutional, commercial, and
industrial sector. If we are meant to take ‘personal responsibility’
for our waste it will be through our places of work, our institutions,
and our political power. We need to support robust policies which
eliminate single-use plastics, not just a few select bits, we need
to support EPR which pushes producers to bear the full cost of
production, including the waste which is left behind.
There will always be a cost to dealing with waste but if there were
less waste altogether?
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Best of The Yards
Omar Mouallem talks about
how the birth of the Brewery
District convinced him residents
of Oliver and Downtown needed
a strong clear voice

Omar Mouallem was the founding editor of The Yards
magazine–he worked with the initial team to create and put in
place many of our magazine’s well-known features: Best in the
Core, Front Yards, and our focus on accessible urbanism.
Since his days with The Yards, Mouallem has been busy. He has
edited numerous magazines in Alberta while contributing stories to
The Guardian, WIRED, and NewYorker.com while co-authoring the
national bestseller. As editor, Mouallem brought to The Yards his
vision for what a magazine covering life in central Edmonton could
become and what stories it could tell.
I met with Mouallem in the sleek new JW Marriott hotel lobby in
the heart of Ice District. Five years ago this was a construction site
sitting on top of a recently demolished Staples big-box retail store
and its surface level parking lot. As Edmonton’s media has evolved
over time, so has the city landscape that we cover.
Mouallem told me how his vision for the magazine was
conceptually birthed from an article he wrote for Vue Weekly about
the controversy surrounding the Brewery District development.
The community’s push for a higher-density, transit-oriented urban
development seemed to be running up against an immovable wall.

“It’s cool to have been a part of inventing, with the team,
institutions such as Best in The Core - but the essence of the stories
now have become more human focused and less about architecture,
design and urbanism, and more about things that people are
concerned about today, post 2016,” Mouallem said, highlighting
some of the issues that he felt really resonated with the current
socio-political climate.
He noted a number of articles managed to take larger issues and
localize them - the Frank Oliver article as a story on reconciliation
and about rethinking our icons, an article on Me Too in the core, a
historical story about racial segregation. Mouallem pointed out that
the power of a hyper-local magazine can be seen in how you tackle
these large issues, such as with the climate change article in Fall
2019, and make them relevant to people in their communities.
“I think it is the kind of story that you really need to publish in 2020
to keep people interested. That’s what people are thinking about,
and there’s this anxiety and dread about the future of the planet.
Even though it’s this hyperlocal magazine, you can take those global
issues and localize them - and you should, because then it makes
these really big and abstract, intangible issues suddenly concrete
and in front of you and maybe even resolvable, manageable.”
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Mouallem noted with approval that there has been a consistency
in the magazine’s structure, yet a gradual change in focus since
Winter 2014, responding to shifts in both local and global trends.
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that story for one week to investigate and interview, the stakes
aren’t high enough. But a publication whose only stakeholders work
and live in that area can and should.”
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In naming this magazine, the moniker had to advocate for
those living here, while speaking to Edmontonians from every
corner of our exploding city that rely on the city centre for work or
leisure. It had to portray the positive changes and the new faces of
downtown, without abandoning the inner city’s seniors, families,
working poor and homeless. It had to look ahead, but it couldn’t
ignore the past. That’s how we landed on “The Yards.” It harkens
back to the old Canadian National rail yards along 104 Avenue,
while symbolizing what downtown is to us: a place that you invite
people into, but also must protect and maintain. - Omar Mouallem,
Winter 2014 issue.
BY: Simon Yackulic PUBLISHER

“Administration went out of their way to demote the opinions of
high-density urbanists and promote the opinions of the status quo.”
There was a clear need for a new voice to speak out on behalf of
core residents. Mouallem explained how he set out to ensure every
issue of the fledgling publication had an article exploring an urban
issue issue impacting our neighbourhoods, bringing accessible
urban planning discussions to residents for developments like the
Brewery District.

“That article, I think it showed the kind of voice that the
community can have in journalism if the time is taken to write it,”
Mouallem explained.
“The Edmonton Journal cannot justify putting one journalist on
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“It was kind of the first Yards piece, in a way,” Mouallem
explained. “That story showed people in Oliver what they were up
against, because here was something that seemed like a slam dunk
- neighbours, residents were all for it one way, and pushing for it
one way, and yet that formula for how we develop in Edmonton
which was created and set into motion 20 years or so ago was too
strong.”
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March 11-22
$20 2-course lunch / brunch
$35 or $50 multi-course dinner
Daily culinary events
Enter online for a chance to win a Downtown Weekend package,
including a two-night stay at the JW Marriott Edmonton ICE District
and two tickets to Miranda Lambert

edmontondowntown.com
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